
Contact: Biologist Christl Meyer / Vienna /Austria / email: christl.meyer@chello.at
(Since more than 25 years I do research on AIDS and I worked in the field of immunity and 
virology.) 

You have to repeat the truth, because the errors are kept constantly lecturing around 
us, not by a single person but by the mass of people. In newspapers and encyclopaedias, in schools 
and universities – everywhere the error is on top!  (J. W. von Goethe / German Poet) 

A HI-Virus has never been proved. A positive test can lead to fear without reason, which 
acts as self full filling prophecy and could render you sick. (Nocebo-effect)! 
All diseases, which have been diagnosed as „AIDS“  existed already before the „AIDS-era“. 
They can be treated in a conventional manner. Drugs (specifically „Poppers“– amyl nitrite, 
which is used by homosexual persons) often lead to a positive test result. They damage your 
health. Inform yourself through the internet!   
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Aus dem Bericht der AIDSAus dem Bericht der AIDS--
Hilfe Wien fHilfe Wien füür 2007:r 2007:
51 % der Klienten haben 

Probleme mit Suchtmitteln
•66 % haben Schulden
•45 % sind psychisch auffällig
•Nur 12 % haben ein 
Einkommen ( 88 % weniger als 650 Euro)

AIDS Society in Vienna/Austria 2007: 
 

• 51 % of the clients have problems with illegal drugs 
• 66 % have debts 
• 45 % have notable psychological problems 
• 12 % only have an income (88 % less than 650 Euro). 

 

Stress might lead to disease! Try to get rid of it! 

mailto:christl.meyer@chello.at


The inventions which promote humans are suppressed, 
The inventions which are negative for them are promoted. 
 

(Bertolt Brecht) 
 
Don’t let yourself being stigmatized but try to live a healthy life style!

Did you know, that all people test HIV-positive, if the test serum has not been diluted? 
Are we all infected by the virus? No, we all possess the genes in our body cells, as they are 
our own genes .We know this since the completition of the Human Genome Project. In 
addition, the called “virus proof in blood” does not prove the existence of whole viruses but 
only molecules of bodily origin!  
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaA6zLUPfvk&feature=relmfu

Christl Meyer (Jane Burgermeister) „The AIDS hoax“ 
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